DICENTIS Custom flush devices
Ease of use and stylish design that matches
your meeting room

▶ Flush mounted design gives you more table space
▶ 4.3 inch touchscreen with adjustable viewing angle shows the participant list,
voting buttons and language selection, for increased meeting efficiency
▶ Integrated Near Field Communication (NFC) Card Reader for quick participant
identification and voting – participants can even use an existing registration card
▶ Color customizable on request to fully match interior

Combining the style to match your aesthetic with the

Take advantage of the table-space freed by seamless

familiar functionality of an industry standard, the

flush-mounting. Customize your solution to suit your

DICENTIS Custom flush range is an essential part of

environment with the choice of landscape or portrait

creating an environment that encourages constructive

models plus custom colors on request. From

dialogs. Stay in control and follow every nuance of the

parliaments to councils to boardrooms and all spaces

discussion with the intuitive 4.3-inch touchscreen

between, conversations flow freely with DICENTIS.

display and local language user interface.

Built-in NFC reader
Participants can use a registration card
for quick identification.

Request-to-speak button
Capacitive touch button with
LED to activate microphone
control.

Priority button
Capacitive touch button
with LED to activate priority
control (only available on
the DICENTIS Custom flush
chair devices).

Intuitive 4.3 inch touchscreen
Touchscreen with delegate names in native characters
makes it clear who is talking and who is in the request list.
The functionalities of the touchscreen can be enhanced
by adding more DICENTIS software modules: e. g. voting
or language selection. The touch screen can fold flat
against the device when not in use.

Volume control for headset
Dual portrait design
Dual use mode halves the required
equipment, saving you money
whilst maximizing available space
on the conference table.

Dual microphone touch button, headphone connector
and volume control
Two participants can use one dual use device, which
offers discussion management, identification, voting and
language selection to both individuals.
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Why choose the IP-based
DICENTIS Conference System

